ABSTRACT Oil slicks from ships or oil platforms cause serious damage to the marine and coastal environment and ecosystems. To monitor such spill events, fully polarimetric (Pol-SAR) synthetic aperture radar (SAR) has been widely used in improving oil spillage detection performance of the image segmentation methods and machine learning methods. A key factor that greatly affects the performance of the existing methods is the use of prior knowledge, such as the manual labels of oil slicks and clean seawater. In some scenarios, a large number of trustworthy manual labels of oil slicks have been accumulated. In other scenarios, however, there are few manual labels. To efficiently utilize the manual labels in various scenarios, we propose an oil spillage identification method, named RampOC. We design cost-sensitive risk minimization model to tackle the problem of imbalance of oil slicks and seawater, employ the ramp loss function to deal with various cases of the manual labels, and design a kernel-based CCCP algorithm to train a classifier by solving a series of convex dual programming. The trained classifier is applicable to various cases, including the normal case that a certain number of the labels of oil slicks are labeled, the case that a large proportion of labels have gone missing or incorrect, and the case that no labels of oil slicks are known. In all of these cases, RampOC has proven to be effective to detect the ocean oil spillage regions. All the MATLAB source codes could be freely downloaded from https://github.com/Isaac-QiXing/rampOC.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Oil spillage disasters have often occurred in the world oceans due to ship or oil platform accidents. They may cause serious damage to the natural environment and ecosystems. To monitor oil spills through remote sensing technologies has been an important research issue. Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) is a powerful tool among the remote sensing sensors due to its advantages of all-weather and all-time operations. Polarimetric SAR (Pol-SAR) technologies are widely used since it could improve identification abilities by obtaining extra polarimetric information. Particularly, the advantages of fully polarimetric SAR in marine oil spillage detection are
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highlighted [1] . Fully Pol-SAR is a kind of SAR sensor with four polarization modes, including horizontal transmitting and horizontal receiving (HH), horizontal transmitting and vertical receiving (HV), vertical transmitting and horizontal receiving (VH) as well as vertical transmitting and vertical receiving (VV) polarization channels. Fully Pol-SAR can acquire the matrix related to the target scattering by measuring the scattering echoes in each resolution unit of the target [1] - [3] . These information reflects the physical and electromagnetic characteristics of the oil spillage on the sea surface and the background [4] - [9] .
State-of-the-art methods in the remote sensing and geoscience studies devote to investigating various physicsbased features to improve the observations of oil spills.
In the literature, many studies based on SAR data analyzed the difference of the physical characteristics of oil spills and ocean waters in reflecting electromagnetic waves. Migliaccio showed that in some cases oil spills and biogenic slicks can be separated by target decomposition (TD) theorem [4] , [5] . Since then, many coefficients and features have been constructed from the fully polarimetric SAR data, such as the geometric intensity and magnitude of co-polarization correlation coefficients [10] , [11] , the co-polarized phase difference [10] , [12] , pedestal heights [9] , conformity coefficients [3] , degrees of polarization [13] , [14] . The literature [1] , [10] summarized the most commonly used fully Pol-SAR features.
Meanwhile, researchers of image processing and machine learning community have started to develop various oil detection methods, which can be classified into two categories. The first category of methods includes those image processing techniques for oil spill segmentation. Most of these methods are formulated by energy minimization, such as [15] - [17] . The other category of methods use classification strategies to identify SAR image pixels or objects as oil spillage or ocean water. For instance, [2] uses a refined wavelet Neural Network to classify the oil spillage SAR image samples in the pixel level.
One key factor that affects the identification performance of the above methods is the use of prior knowledge, such as the manual labels of oil slicks and clean seawater. In practice, a certain number of pixels are usually manually labeled for initialization of energy minimization methods (possibly lines or cycles of pixels subject to spatial conditions) or for training a specially designed classification model. For classification-based machine learning algorithms, a certain number of manual labels are indispensable for training an efficient classifier. Without trustworthy labels, classification methods are usually recognized as inapplicable. For segmentation-based methods, such as the widely used energy minimization methods, it's also observed that their accuracy heavily depends on the prior knowledge of manual labelings for initializing the energy minimization scheme [18] . Though an energy function initialized by similar conditions can result in almost identical results for normal object segmentation, slightly different initializations may lead to totally different oil spill segmentation regions, because an oil spill region usually presents an irregular shape with complex contour. To overcome this difficulty, many initialization-free solutions were proposed including the scheme of active contour without edges [19] , thresholding methods for detecting initializing contours [17] , [20] . Though these schemes efficiently avoid the difficulty of manual labeling, they could not always output acceptable results, especially in segmenting irregular oil spill areas.
It's a valuable research issue to develop special schemes to incorporate the prior knowledge in different applications. In some scenarios, lots of monitoring and manual labeling data of oil slicks are known. For instance, in some intensive monitoring area around the drilling platforms manual monitoring and labeling data have been accumulated for several years. In some other cases, however, manual labels of oil slicks are less, untrustworthy or even completely missing. For instance, no oil slick labels are known beforehand while monitoring a completely new type of oil. The observed SAR images are merely those of the clean sea surface.
To efficiently utilize the manual labels in various scenarios, we proposed a robust classification method, named RampOC, that is efficient when only a small part of Pol-SAR image pixels are labeled or there exists a large number of incorrect labels. The method even works well when merely a few parts of seawater pixels are labeled and no labels of oil slicks are provided. This case is quite similar to the label-free scenario, inasmuch as the Pol-SAR images of clean sea surface are usually easy to be obtained.
Particularly, a cost-sensitive structural risk minimization model is constructed to tackle the problem of the imbalance of oil spillage area and ocean water area. The model is specially equipped with the ramp loss function to deal with cases of missing or incorrect labels. The intuition is that a sample consisting of the Pol-SAR image features with an incorrectly marked label usually stays far away from the discriminative boundary and would fall on the flat area of the ramp loss function. This indicates that those samples with incorrect labels would roughly have no contribution for training the classifier. As the ramp loss function can be present as the difference of two convex functions, a solving algorithm is designed and implemented based on the CCCP algorithm framework. To validate the efficiency of the proposed algorithm, two sets of RadarSat-2 fully polarimetric SAR data are used. The experimental results have shown that RampOC has shown robust identification performance in all the cases with normal, missing or incorrect labels. Compared with the baseline methods, RampOC classifiers achieve stable and satisfactory detection results in terms of accuracy and bookmarker informedness. For instance, with merely a small part of seawater pixels are marked and no labels of oil slicks provided, RampOC has achieved bookmarker informedness 0.650-0.832 and 0.888-0.971 on the two tested datasets, respectively, which is comparable with the performance when all the training labels are correctly marked and provided. The Matlab source codes could be freely downloaded from https://github.com/Isaac-QiXing/rampOC.
The main contributions of this research are summarized as follows:
(1) proposed an efficient framework to identify the oil slicks that could utilize the prior knowledge of manual labels in various scenarios including the cases of missing, incorrect labels, or no labels of oil slicks provided; (2) designed a reasonable cross-validation scheme for considered scenarios of missing or incorrect manual labels; (3) validated the superiority and effectiveness of the proposed method with Pol-SAR data. The remaining parts of this work are organized as follows: Section II presents characteristics of the RadarSat-2 Pol-SAR data used in this work and describes details of the methodology, including the selection of Fully Pol-SAR Features, the model construction and the designed RampOC algorithm. Section III presents the cross-validation results and the experimental studies. At last, we present some discussions in Section IV and and we conclude this study in Section V.
II. DATA AND METHODOLOGY

A. REMOTE SENSING DATA 1) DESCRIPTION OF THE DATASETS
In this study, two sets of remotely sensed data collected by the fully Polarimetric Radarsat-2 were used, as shown in Figure 1 . The product type of data is SLC (single look complex). Both images are acquired in fine quadpolarization imaging in the Gulf of Mexico. The Radarsat-2 fine quad-polarization imaging mode provides SLC data measured according to HH, VV, HV and VH channels. In addition, the data in this mode has very low noise floor [3] . The first data (Dataset 1) was collected on 2015-05-08T23:53:36 UTC, the SAR image coverage is 32.95km × 23.2km and the spatial resolution along azimuth directions and range directions are about 5 m. The angle of incidence in this image is 26.093 • to 29.395 • . The data imaging parameters are listed in Table 1 .
TABLE 2. Characteristics of the image of RadarSAT-2 (Dataset 2).
The right image of Figure 1 shows another Radarsat-2 data for oil spills in the Gulf of Mexico. The image acquired at 12:01 UTC on May 8, 2010 . The SAR image covers a 32.97 km × 18.54 km area and the azimuth resolution and range resolution is 4.73m and 4.95m, respectively. The angle of incidence in this image ranged from 41.9 • to 43.3 • . The data imaging parameters are listed in Table 2 .
Polarimetric parameters and features play an important rule in oil spillage detection. Table 3 summarizes 19 commonly used Pol-SAR features and their expected behaviors over sea surface with or without spillage. Most of the descriptions can be found in [1] , [2] , [27] , where co-polarized phase difference (CPD) was used by Migliaccio et al. [12] to detect oil spills, the standard deviation of CPD for oil spillage is larger, while for biogenic slicks the value of the CPD standard deviation is similar to that for the seawater. In addition, Zhang et al. [3] applied the conformity coefficient (µ) to map Radarsat-2 fully polarimetric data. The analysis shows that µ is positive on the slick-free sea surface, whereas µ is negative on oil-slick areas. Nunziata et al. proposed a simple and effective filtering technique for sea oil slick observation based on the Muller matrix of full polarization SAR data [21] . It is pointed out that the specific elements of the Muller matrix can isolate different scattering mechanisms to distinguish oil spillage and biogenic look-alikes. Nunziata applied the degree of polarization, DoP, to observe oil slicks in quadpolarimetric Radarsat-2 SAR data [13] . It is found that the area with DoP less than 0.45 can be considered as oil slicks while the area with polarization greater than 0.45 is generally seawater. In [9] , the pedestal height was used for sea oil slick observation. For the oil-free sea surface, pedestal height is close to 0. When considering the oil-covered sea surface, the value of pedestal height is larger. Skrunes et al. systematically compared eight well-known polarization features [11] . It was found that the geometric intensity and the real part of the co-polarization cross product are the two most powerful features which can distinguish between the simulated biogenic slicks and mineral oil types. There are many other polarization features, such as Span [8] , the co-polarization correlation coefficient, co-polarization cross product, parameter CT [24] , P [23] , η [25] , single bounce eigenvalue relative difference (SERD), which have been proposed for marine oil spillage detection [23] - [26] .
B. VARIOUS SCENARIOS OF PRIOR KNOWLEDGE
The use of the known prior knowledge intensively affects the performance of the existing oil spillage identification methods. Manual labeling is one of the usual forms of prior knowledge. However, the quality and quantity of the known manual labels differs a lot in different applications. There may even be no manual labels of oil slicks obtained at all in some particular cases. To address this issue, we considered various cases of the known manual labels. The identification performance of the proposed RampOC method is compared and evaluated in each of these cases.
Case 1 ''normal'' case. All the interested pixels of a SAR image had been marked as oil spillage or nonspillage area. These manual labels are trustworthy. I.e., the large majority of the labels are correct. Case 2 ''pn'' case. Only a part of the pixels of a SAR image had been marked as spillage or non-spillage area. The known manual labels are trustworthy. Denote p ∈ [0, 1] the known proportion of pixels. For instance, p = 0.2 indicates 20% pixels had been marked as oil spillage or non-spillage area beforehand. Case 3 ''pu'' case. Only a part of the pixels of sea surface had been labeled. areas, rain cells, upwelling, shear zones, internal waves in SAR images [28] , and a normal seawater area is mistakenly marked as oil slicks manually. Denote p ∈ [0, 1] the proportion of incorrect labels of the oil slicks to all those samples marked as oil slicks. For instance, p = 0.8 indicates 80% image pixels which marked as oil slicks are incorrect.
The samples and the marked labels (a large number of the labels may be incorrect) are put into the proposed model to help to detect oil spillage regions, and to evaluate the accuracy of the method on independent test sets. Particularly, all the unlabeled samples are marked as oil slicks in the ''pu'' case. Figure 2 illustrates the scheme of the proposed method which mainly included two modules. The first module involves analysis and selection of the 19 commonly used features extracted from fully Pol-SAR data. In this module, a list of features was selected for the identification of oil spills. The procedure is described briefly in Section II-C.1. The second module is the Ramp-loss based Ocean Oil Spillage Classifier (RampOC), which is equipped with ramp loss function. A structural risk minimization model is constructed and solved by CCCP algorithm in Section II-C.2. As kernel trick is introduced, each sub-model is transformed to its Lagrange dual. Then the classifier identifies all the interested area as oil spillage or non-oil spillage area with the input SAR feature values. The classification accuracies were evaluated in each tested case, and the results are shown in Section III.
C. PROCEDURES OF IDENTIFYING THE OCEAN OIL SPILLS
1) SELECTION OF FULLY POL-SAR FEATURES
There are nineteen commonly used Pol-SAR polarization features calculated. Their characteristics have been listed in Tabel 3. Some of the features are calculated in a similar way, and some of them take more important effects in distinguishing seawater and oil slicks. Selecting a subset of features from the candidate ones is usually referred to as feature selection [29] , [30] . In this work, we use the Relief-F feature selection algorithm [31] , an improved Relief algorithm, to select feature subsets. The detailed results are presented in the section of experimental studies.
2) THE RAMPOC CLASSIFIER
In this subsection, we propose a classification model and a corresponding algorithm to utilize the prior knowledge of manual labels. Let {x i , y i } be the observed Pol-SAR image pixels, i = 1, · · · , n, with 
where (·) is a loss function, f (·) is the function of classier with the form f (
is a mapping from input space to feature space, λ 2 w 2 is a regularized term, and λ > 0 is a constant of the weight of the regularization term. We set the bias term b = 0 for computational simplicity as in [33] .
For Pol-SAR data, however, the oil spillage detection task has the following two challenges:
(1) The oil spillage samples usually take a quite small proportion of the total samples, since oil slicks usually cover a local area of the ocean surface; (2) Some (or a large amount of) samples have incorrect labels or have no labels. For the first challenge, we deal with the experiential loss of the seawater samples and the oil spillage samples separately, 
where λ > 0, γ > 0 are constant weights of the loss induced by the ocean water samples and the regularization term, respectively. For the second challenge, we specially employ the ramp loss function
The loss function was plot in Fig. 3 and has shown well noise-resilient property for scene classification [34] . Note that the formula above has a little difference compared with that in [34] . Ramp loss is flat outside the interval [−1, 1] and deduces sparsity of support vectors. This is a key property for designing scalable algorithms as noticed in [35] . This characteristic is also critical to resist the impact of incorrect labels. Suppose now an ocean water sample x i is incorrectly labeled as y i = −1 (the correct label should be +1) and put into the model training process. Assume that the model had found a roughly correct classifier f (·). Then, in a high probability, f (x i ) would be positive. Suppose that f (x i ) = 3.0 indicating that x i had been predicted as ocean water confidently. However, since y i has been incorrectly marked −1, we have y i f (x i ) = −3.0 < 0. Under the commonly used convex loss function, such as the hinge loss function [32] , [36] 
this sample would introduce a large loss h (y i f (x i )) = max(0, 1 − (−3.0)) = 4.0. With the ramp loss function defined in Equation (2) instead, this sample would introduce null loss R (y i f (x i )) = max(0, min(1,
2 )) = 0, avoiding the impact of the incorrect label. Now we consider the algorithm for solving model (1) . Note that the ramp loss (2) is neither convex function, nor differentiable, and has a discontinuous derivative, making the traditional gradient-based optimization algorithm unapplicable. It is observed that the ramp loss (2) is a DC function (difference of two convex functions) and can be represented as the difference of two convex functions:
where h 1 (z) = max(0, Figure 4 illustrates the DC decomposition of the ramp loss function.
Then minimizing the estimated riskĴ (w) of Eq.(1) can be recast as programming:
where
Then, J vex (·) and J cav (·) are convex and concave functions respectively. Model (4) is formulated as 
4. until convergence of w k .
The work now is deduced to solve the convex subproblem (6). This task is not trivial as the mapping φ(·) is unknown. We introduce Lagrange dual of (6) [38] , [39] and use the well-known kernel trick [40] to conquer this difficulty.
Let
with i ∈ P ∪ N . According to Eq.(5), 
Algorithm 2 Algorithm for Solving (5) (RampOC
Solve the quadratic programming (8) , and the optimal solution is set as α k+1 .
4. update η k+1 :
Then the Lagrange dual of (6) is deduced as follows:
We choose Gaussian kernel k(x i , x j ) = exp(− 
3) DETERMINE THE VALUES OF THE MODEL PARAMETERS
The identification accuracies of the RampOC method is affected by the setting of the parameters γ and λ of model (1), which represent the weights of the empirical loss induced by the seawater samples and the regularization term, respectively. For classical supervised learning, cross-validation is a commonly used scheme to choose the values of parameters. For the considered oil spillage identification task, however, there is a large obstacle to employ cross-validation. In the considered scenarios of the Pol-SAR image samples, a large number of labels are missing or incorrect. In the ''pu'' case, no samples of oil slicks have been labeled at all. To overcome this difficulty, we use Bookmarker Informedness (BM) [41] as a measure for cross-validation:
with
where TP, TN are the true positives and true negatives, respectively, and FP, FN are the true positives and true negatives, respectively. The BM metric balances the contribution of TPR and TNR, bringing in classifiers that have good performance in identifying both seawater and oil slicks. In the ''normal'' and ''pn'' case, the marked samples, which includes both seawater and oil slicks, are used to calculate the TPR, TNR and BM index, while in the ''pu'' and ''noisy'' case, only the labels of seawater samples are trustworthy, the marked −1 labels, (i.e., oil slicks) are untrustworthy. It may be taken for granted that the TPR index is a good measure for crossvalidation in these cases. In fact, to pursue high TPR level unilaterally tends to cause overfitting. Our experience shows that in the ''pu'' and ''pn'' case, the BM metric is still a proper measure for cross-validation.
III. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
We randomly select 9,600 and 10,000 samples from the interested oil spillage area in Dataset 1 and Dataset 2, respectively. And 20% samples are used for training and the other samples are used for testing. Model parameters, γ , λ and r, of E.q. (1) are determined by 5-fold cross-validation as presented in the following subsection. For training RampOC classifier, all the missing labels are marked +1 in the ''pn'' case and marked −1 in the ''pu'' case. We compare the efficiency of the VOLUME 7, 2019 proposed RampOC method with the classical C-SVM [32] , [36] in ''normal'', ''pn'' and ''noisy'' cases and with oneclass SVM [42] in the ''pu'' case since only the ocean water samples are marked in this case. For the ''pn'' case, C-SVM uses the ocean water and oil spillage samples with known labels, the remaining samples with missing labels are unused.
B. FEATURE SELECTION RESULTS
As mentioned the Relief-F feature selection algorithm, which was first proposed by Kira [43] , is used to select useful Pol-SAR features. The main idea of the algorithm is that a good feature should make samples of the same class close to each other and keep samples of different types far away from each other. Particularly, we exploit the WEKA tool [44] to operate feature selection, where the parameters are set as the default values. It should be noted that the Relief-F method outputs the ordered ranking of the features, as shown in Table 4 , rather than a subset of features. Referring to the calculated ranking list and the discussions of the feature roles in recent literatures [27] , [45] , we select the first eight features for oil spillage detection. The selected feature images are depicted in Figure 5 , among which the features Entropy (H ), Degree of polarization (Dop), Geometric intensity (ν), and A 12 are commonly selected on both of Dataset 1 and Dataset 2. A limit of the Relief-F algorithm is that it has not fully considered the heterogeneous property of oil slicks. Some discussions are shown in Section IV-B.
C. CROSS-VALIDATION IN VARIOUS CASES
With the BM metric, we implement 5- Note that the values of Accuracy (ACC) and BM metric in the ''pu' and ''noisy' cases, as list in Table 7 -8, could not been accurately calculated since many labels of oil slicks are missing or incorrect. It is shown that (1) the effect of the parameter values is comparatively slight in the normal case, while in the remaining cases, the parameter settings greatly affect the identification performance; (2) the accuracy (ACC) metric should not be used as a metric for cross-validation in our task, because of the imbalance of the seawater area and the oil slick area. RampOC shows more obvious superiority in the ''pu'' and ''normal'' case (Tabel 10 and Table 12 ). In the ''pu'' case, the BM values of SVM (one-class SVM) is 23.2% to 55.7%, evidently low than that of RampOC, 65.0% to 83.2%, on Dataset 1, (Tabel 10), indicating that one-class SVM is not applicable in this case. In the ''noisy'' case, SVM achives higher BM values than RampOC when p ≤ 0.6, but has evidently lower BM values, merely 39.1%, 42.5%, when p = 0.8, 0.9 on Dataset 1 (Tabel 10), In contrast, RampOC has more stable BM values. RampOC outperformed SVM in both identification accuracy (ACC and BM values) and stability in the ''noise'' case on Dataset 2 (Tabel 12). These results indicate that the RampOC algorithm is applicable in cases with incorrect input samples while SVM suits to datasets of few incorrect labels or outliers. The oil spillage detection results in each cases are shown in Figure 6 -7.
D. CLASSIFICATION RESULT AND ACCURACY ANALYSIS
We summarize the applicability of the compared methods in Table 13 . In general, C-SVM is applicable in the ''normal'' and ''pn'' case, although its performance is decreased when the number of marked samples decreased in the ''pn'' case. However, C-SVM is not applicable in the ''pu'' and ''noisy'' case. One-class SVM is usually used for problems when oneclass of samples is known, corresponding to the ''pu'' case in our setting. However, its performance on Dataset 1 indicates VOLUME 7, 2019 that it is not applicable for the ''pu'' case. Comparatively, RampOC turns out to be the most robust one and is applicable in all the four cases.
E. THE EFFECT OF THE DATA QUALITY ON THE IDENTIFICATION PERFORMANCE
The preceding oil spillage identification results have shown that the capacity of the compared classifiers are affected by the data quality of the prior knowledge, which is indicated by the parameter p. We depict the detection results in Figure 8-9 with various values of p in the ''noisy'' case. Note that p denotes the proportion of incorrect oil spillage labels in this case. The larger the value of p, the more oil spillage samples are incorrectly marked. It is shown in the figures that the detection results by SVM classifiers are intensely affected by the data quality, while the RampOC classifier is more robust. Particulary, RampOC retains satisfactory detection capability even with 80% incorrect oil spillage samples (p = 0.8). 
IV. DISCUSSION A. THE ROLE OF THE RAMP LOSS FUNCTION
As a type of popular supervised learning methods, classification-based methods usually require a large amount of trustworthy labels. A large number of incorrect labels would greatly limit the performance of classical classification models, such as SVMs, refer to the accuracies and BM values in Table 10 for instance. However, the proposed RampOC method has much weaker requirements of the provided labels. It even works well when only a small part of ocean waters are labeled, and all the labels of oil slicks are unknown. This owes a lot to the employed ramp loss function. For the ''pu'' case, it has been found that the ramp loss function brings a non-bias estimation under some assumptions [46] . On other cases, however, the model's theoretical properties leave open for future studies.
On the other hand, ramp loss function also leads to a computational challenge as it is neither convex nor not differentiable. Therefore, the popular large scale machine learning algorithms, such as stochastic gradient descent (SGD), are not applicable, as the convergence of SGD essentially requires the Lipschitz continuity of the derivatives [47] . Although a CCCP algorithm is proposed in this work, special algorithms deserve further studies for dealing with large-scale or real-time oil spillage identification task. 
B. FEATURE SELECTION BASED ON PHYSICAL PROPERTIES COULD BE EXPLOITED
A general feature selection scheme, Relief-F feature selection algorithm, has been employed in this work. Although this tool could catch most of the active features, it has not fully considered the heterogeneous property of oil slicks, which includes different kinds of surfactants. In fact, the oil slick is typically heterogeneous due to aging, weathering and marine-related phenomena. Hence, special feature selection methods based on the physical properties of oil slicks are expected to improve the capacities of the proposed method.
C. MORE TYPES OF PRIOR KNOWLEDGE DESERVES TO BE STUDIED FURTHER
We focused on the employment of the known manual labels in various cases in this work. However, when dealing with known oil slicks, e.g., in case of accidents or when dealing with oil seeps, there are many other types of prior knowledge. For instance, the known polarimetric information often relies on the capability of PolSAR to roughly identify inhomogeneities within the oil-covered area, i.e., performing rough zoning in terms, for instance, of oil damping properties, refer to, e.g., the work of M. Migliaccio and F. Nunziata in International Journal of Remote Sensing in 2014. The utilization of these different types of knowledge deserves careful studies in the future.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The use of prior knowledge, such as the manual labels of oil slicks and seawater, is a key factor that greatly affects the performance of the oil spillage detection methods. As the quality and quantity of the known manual labels differ a lot in different scenarios, we aim to develop an algorithm framework that could efficiently exploit the prior knowledge in different cases. To advance the goal, we mainly overcome three obstacles. (1) The imbalance of the oil slick area and seawater area results in that the oil slick samples usually take a small proportion of the total. To conquer this problem, a cost-sensitive model is proposed where the experiential loss of the seawater samples and oil slicks are assigned different weights. (2) A large number of samples have incorrect labels or have lost labels. To overcome the difficulty, the ramp loss function is equipped. As it is nondifferentiable, a CCCP algorithm is designed and implemented by solving a series of the convex Lagrange dual programming. (3) The lack of manual labels of oil slicks brings in difficulty in evaluating the cross-validation results. We have introduced the Bookmarker Informedness metric, leveraged the negative effects of the missing labels.
The main novel findings of this study can be summarized as follows.
• RampOC equipped with ramp loss function achieves satisfactory identification performance by incorporating manual labels in ''normal'', ''pn'', ''pu'' and ''noisy'' scenarios. It exceeds our expectations that RampOC achieves 94.3% and 99.3% identification accuracies on the two tested Pol-SAR datasets in the case that 80% of the oil spillage samples are incorrect (''noisy case''), while the usual classifiers are not applicable. The RampOC method even works well when none of the oil slick samples are labeled and only a small part of seawater Pol-SAR samples are labeled (''pu'' case).
• Manual labels of seawater regions of SAR images help to improve the identification performance. These labels are comparatively easy to be obtained and are usually overlooked.
• The identification accuracy increases with a small part of trustworthy labels of oil slicks provided.
• Cross-validation with Bookmarker Informedness (BM) is a good technique to determine the model parameter values.
